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SUMMARY
Increasing evidence suggests that deficient immunemodulation and microbial infections underline neurode-
generation, but themechanisms remain obscure. Here, we show that the G-protein-coupled receptor (GPCR)
SRBC-48, which belongs to the class BC serpentine receptors, has a protective role in Caenorhabditis ele-
gans dendrite degeneration caused by Pseudomonas aeruginosa infection. Our results indicate that
SRBC-48 functions in a cell-autonomous manner in AWC neurons to protect against infection-associated
dendrite degeneration. The absence of SRBC-48 results in a reduced lifespan caused by a pathogen infection
early in life that induces dendrite degeneration. The decreased longevity in animals deficient in SRBC-48 is
due to uncontrolled activation of immune genes, particularly those regulated by the FOXO family transcrip-
tion factor DAF-16 that is part of the insulin/insulin-like growth factor (IGF)-1 receptor homolog DAF-2. These
results reveal how an infection early in life can not only induce dendrite degeneration but also reduce lifespan.
INTRODUCTION

Neurodegenerative diseases are important medical problems

characterized by the progressive degeneration or death of one

or more types of neurons. Dendrites, the primary site for entry

of neural signals into neurons, have been reported to get degen-

erated in various pathological conditions including neurodegen-

erative and cognitive disorders (Kweon et al., 2017; Kwon et al.,

2018). Recent evidence indicates that degeneration involves not

only cell-autonomous processes but also cell-non-autonomous

mechanisms. The role of activated microglia in disease progres-

sion in various degenerative neurological conditions (Heneka

et al., 2014) points toward the involvement of cell-non-autono-

mous factors. Increasing evidence suggests that immune mod-

ulators play a role in different neurodegenerative diseases,

including Alzheimer’s and multiple sclerosis (Camara-Lemarroy

et al., 2018; Cao and Zheng, 2018). The gut microbiome and

pathogenic microbes like herpes simplex virus-1, human immu-

nodeficiency virus (HIV), and hepatitis C virus (HCV) have been

identified as potential candidates that play a role in Alzheimer’s

disease (AD) (Cho and Blaser, 2012; Hill et al., 2014; Huang et

al., 2014; Mancuso et al., 2014; Miklossy, 2011; Poole et al.,

2017). Additionally, microbial infections have also been also

linked to several of the changes seen in AD patients, like cogni-

tive deficits, inflammation, brain cell atrophy, and altered gene

expression (Heintz and Mair, 2014; Kim et al., 2013; Yatsunenko

et al., 2012).

The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans has been extensively

used to study age-associated neurodegeneration because of
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
the simplicity of its nervous system and the mapping of its entire

connectome, which make it easy to use as a model for neurosci-

ence studies (Cook et al., 2019). Moreover, it was found that

exposure to Streptomyces venezuelae caused dopaminergic

neurodegeneration (Caldwell et al., 2009) and that exposure to

Pseudomonas aeruginosa triggered changes in neural dendrites

that are hallmarks of neurodegeneration (Wu et al., 2015). In na-

ture, C. elegans is found in environments particularly rich in mi-

crobes and have evolved mechanisms to differentiate between

non-pathogenic and pathogenic bacteria. Sensory neurons

and G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) play a role in control-

ling innate immunity against bacterial infections (Cao et al., 2017;

Singh and Aballay, 2009; Styer et al., 2008; Sun et al., 2011,

2017). Indeed, GPCRs present in the sensory neurons play an

essential role in protecting the nematode from pathogenic bac-

teria by activating a flight-and-fight response that involves acti-

vation of microbicidal mechanisms and pathogen avoidance

(Singh and Aballay, 2019).

Herein, we took a forward genetic approach to uncover regu-

latory mechanisms involved in the control of the effects of

P. aeruginosa infection on the degeneration of chemosensory

neurons in C. elegans. Chemosensory neurons are one of the

first cell types that encounter external environment stimuli via

surface receptors. We previously found that during pathogen

infection the dendrites of the sensory neurons displayed degen-

eration phenotypes, including dendrite blebbing and dendrite

branching (Wu et al., 2015). To identify genes involved in the con-

trol of these degeneration phenotypes, we conducted a screen

to isolate mutants exhibiting enhanced susceptibility to
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Figure 1. Forward Genetic Screen to Isolate

Mutants Susceptible to Infection-Associ-

ated Dendrite Degeneration

(A) Schematic diagram of the forward genetic

screen. Animals (P0) were treated with ethyl-

methanesulfonate (EMS) and the F1 animals were

self-fertilized. The F2 animals were analyzed for

dendrite degeneration, and animals exhibiting any

changes were discarded. The remaining mutants

were infected with P. aeruginosa for 24 h and

screened for dendrite degeneration.

(B) Representative photomicrographs of dendrite

degeneration in control animals expressing RFP

under the control of odr-1 promoter (CX5974) (top

panel) and two representative mutants (#23 and

#15) (bottom panels) after exposed to

P. aeruginosa for 24 h. The scale bars represent

20 mm. White asterisk indicates bead-like struc-

tures and wavy dendrites.

(C) Quantification of dendrite degeneration in

control and different mutant animals after 24 h of

infection.
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infection-associated dendrite degeneration. We identified a

mutant carrying a mutation in the srbc-48 gene, which was sus-

ceptible to infection-associated dendrite degeneration. The

gene srbc-48 belongs to a secretin-like (class B) family of

GPCRs. GPCRs are the largest membrane-bound protein family

and more than half of all drugs target these receptors (Lager-

ström and Schiöth, 2008). They have important roles in physio-

logical processes, including pain sensation, tumorigenesis,

inflammation, metabolic disorders, and neurotransmission. The

secretin family of GPCRs, specifically, represents important

drug targets for therapeutics against neurodegeneration, dia-

betes, and stress (Bortolato et al., 2014; Hollenstein et al., 2014).

We found that the srbc-48 gene is expressed in olfactory AWC

neurons where it plays a protective role by preventing pathogen-

mediated deleterious effects on both neural integrity and the life-

span of the animals. The mutation in this receptor resulted in

enhanced infection-associated dendrite degeneration and the

hyperactivation of the DAF-16/FOXO transcription factor. Our

data suggest that hyperactivation of DAF-16 in srbc-48 animals,

which resulted in the uncontrolled expression of immune genes,

may ultimately decrease longevity. Thus, our findings uncover a

role of SRBC-48 in protecting animals from infection-associated

degeneration in a cell-autonomous manner. They also indicate

that dendrite degeneration caused by an infection early in life

may negatively impact the lifespan of animals.

RESULTS

SRBC-48 Protects against Infection-Associated
Dendrite Degeneration
To identify the genes that play a role in the neurodegenerative

changes induced by infection with P. aeruginosa, we conducted

a forward genetic screen for mutants exhibiting an enhanced

infection-associated dendrite degeneration (IADD) phenotype.
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The strain used, CX5974, takes advantage of the odr-1 promoter

to express red fluorescent protein (RFP) in AWC, AWB, and I1

neurons (Chen et al., 2011). Each of the two AWC neurons,

AWCL, and AWCR, are sensory neurons with ciliated sheet-like

endings and association with amphid sheath. We screened

approximately 80,000 mutagenized haploid genomes resulting

in the selection of 17 mutants exhibiting changes in the

morphology of the dendrites after 24 h of P. aeruginosa infection

(Figure 1A). These mutants showed significant changes in the

morphology of the dendrites in terms of the bead and blebbing

like structures compared to CX5974 control animals (Figure 1B).

Some of the mutants also exhibited waviness in the dendrite

structure. Mutants showing strong IADD phenotypes after being

backcrossed six times (Figure 1C) were sequenced.

After subtraction of the common variants, linkage maps of sin-

gle-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were obtained (Figure S1).

Further analysis of the mapped region of mutant number 23 re-

vealed a single C/T mutation in the GPCR srbc-48 gene in

the C. elegans genome that results in a serine-to-phenylalanine

substitution at residue 280. As shown in Figure 2A, the AWC cells

of srbc-48(ac23) animals exhibited blebbed and beaded den-

drites, which are hallmarks of neurodegeneration, after only

24 h of exposure to P. aeruginosa, while those changes were

not observed in control animals. Only animals exhibiting bleb-

bing or bead-like structures along the length of the dendrite

were scored as having infection-associated dendrite degenera-

tion. While 76% of the srbc-48(ac23) animals exhibited the

dendrite degeneration phenotype, only 8% of the control ani-

mals exhibited the phenotype (Figure 2B). To address whether

the dendrite degeneration observed in the AWC cells of srbc-

48(ac23) animals affected the function of the cells, we studied

the chemotaxis of infected animals toward the chemoattractant

benzaldehyde. As shown in Figure 2C, srbc-48(ac23) animals ex-

hibited a significant reduction in chemotaxis compared to



Figure 2. srbc-48(ac23) Animals Are Susceptible to Infection-Associated Dendrite Degeneration

(A) Representative photomicrographs of dendrite degeneration in control (CX5974) and srbc-48(ac23) animals after exposure to P. aeruginosa for 24 h. The scale

bars represent 20 mm.

(B) Quantification of dendrite degeneration in control and srbc-48(ac23) animals. Control versus srbc-48(ac23) (p < 0.0001) via t test (n = 5; animals per condition =

50).

(C) Quantification of chemotaxis index (CI) in control and srbc-48(ac23) animals in response to benzaldehyde. Control versus srbc-48(ac23) (p < 0.01) via t test (n =

5; animals per condition > 100).

(D) Quantification of dendrite degeneration in control and srbc-48(ac23) animals after exposure to E. faecalis for 24 h. Control versus srbc-48(ac23) (n.s.) via t test

(n = 5; animals per condition = 20).

(E) Quantification of dendrite degeneration in control and srbc-48(ac23) animals in response to cold stress. Control versus srbc-48(ac23) (n.s.) via t test (n = 5;

animals per condition = 20).

(F) Quantification of dendrite degeneration in control and srbc-48(ac23) animals in response to osmotic stress. Control versus srbc-48(ac23) (n.s.) (n = 5; animals

per condition = 20) via t test.

(B–F) The rhomboids represent individual experiments.
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control animals, indicating that the function of AWC neurons is

defective.

We also studied the morphological changes in AWC dendrites

in srbc-48(ac23) animals exposed to the Gram-positive path-

ogen Enterococcus faecalis or insults like cold and osmotic

stress. We found that exposure to E. faecalis for 24 h did not

induce any dendrite degeneration in the srbc-48(ac23) mutants

compared to control animals (Figure 2D). To study whether

cold stress induces dendrite degeneration, control and srbc-

48(ac23) animals were exposed to 4�C for 24 h. As shown in Fig-

ure 2E, although the number of srbc-48(ac23) animals exhibiting

morphological changes in the dendrites was higher than that of

control animals, the differences were not significant. We also

studied the susceptibility of srbc-48(ac23) and control animals

to another non-pathogen stressor, osmotic stress. Mutants

and control animals were exposed to 500 mM sodium chloride

(NaCl) to cause osmotic stress and then were observed for

changes in the morphology of the dendrites. As in the case of

cold stress, srbc-48(ac23) mutants exhibited a trend toward
higher dendrite degeneration than control animals (Figure 2F).

However, the trend was neither significant nor was it nearly as

strong as the dendrite degeneration induced by P. aeruginosa

infection (Figure 2B). Overall, these results indicate that srbc-

48(ac23) animals are not necessarily susceptible to dendrite

degeneration caused by stress in general.

Gene srbc-48 Acts Cell Autonomously to Regulate
Infection-Associated Dendrite Degeneration
To confirm that the absence of srbc-48 caused the srbc-48(ac23)

animals to become susceptible to infection-associated dendrite

degeneration, we created srbc-48(ac23) animals expressing

srbc-48 under its own promoter (strain AY145). As shown in Fig-

ures 3A and 3B, the IADD phenotype of srbc-48(ac23) animals

was completely rescued in these animals.

To determine the expression pattern of the srbc-48 gene, we

expressed GFP driven by the 4-kb promoter of the srbc-48

gene in control animals that expressed RFP under the odr-1 pro-

moter. The transgene srbc-48::gfp was expressed in head
Cell Reports 31, 107662, May 19, 2020 3



Figure 3. Expression of the Gene srbc-48

Rescues the Infection-Associated Dendrite

Degeneration Phenotype of srbc-48(ac23)

Mutants

(A) Representative photomicrographs of dendrite

degeneration after exposed to P. aeruginosa for 24 h

in srbc-48(ac23) animals and animals expressing

srbc-48 under its own promoter, strain AY145 (srbc-

48(ac23);Psrbc-48::srbc-48). The scale bars repre-

sent 20 mm.

(B) Quantification of the dendrite degeneration

phenotype in control, srbc-48(ac23), and strain

AY145 (srbc-48(ac23);Psrbc-48::srbc-48) animals.

The black symbols represent individual experiments

(n = 5; animals per condition = 50). Control versus

srbc-48(ac23) (p < 0.0001) and srbc-48(ac23) versus

strain AY145 (p < 0.0001) via one-way ANOVA test.

(C) Representative photomicrographs of animals

expressing RFP under the control of the odr-1 pro-

moter and GFP under the srbc-48 promoter. The

bottom panel corresponds to the merged images.

The scale bars represent 20 mm.
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neurons that were likely to be AWC neurons and one additional

neuron (Figure 3C). Thus, we reasoned that SRBC-48 could

have cell-autonomous or non-cell-autonomous effects in infec-

tion-associated dendrite degeneration. To distinguish between

these possibilities, we used 4 kb of the odr-1 promoter to ex-

press srbc-48 in the AWC neurons but not in the additional

neuron that also expresses srbc-48. As shown in Figures 4A

and 4B, srbc-48(ac23) animals expressing srbc-48 under the

odr-1 promoter (AY146) showed full rescue of the IADD

phenotype.

Next, we tested whether srbc-48 could function in a non-cell-

autonomous manner to prevent infection-associated dendrite

degeneration in different types of neurons. Thus, we analyzed

dendrite degeneration in the PVD and AWB neurons of srbc-

48(ac23) animals. PVD neurons are mechanosensory neurons

that show age-related morphological changes in their dendrites

(Kravtsov et al., 2017), and AWB are chemosensory neurons that

are in close proximity to AWC neurons. We did not observe any

signs of dendrite degeneration in the PVD and AWB neurons of

srbc-48(ac23) animals after exposure to P. aeruginosa for 24 h

(Figures 4C and 4D). Taken together, these results suggest

srbc-48 functions cell autonomously to protect AWC neurons

from infection-associated dendrite degeneration.

Infection-Associated Dendrite Degeneration Decreases
Animal Longevity in srbc-48 Animals
Because it has been shown that inhibition of str-2, which is a

GPCR expressed in the AWC neurons, extends lifespan (Alcedo

and Kenyon, 2004), we decided to investigate whether srbc-

48(ac23) animals exhibited any abnormal longevity. We did not

find any differences in the lifespan of control and srbc-48(ac23)

animals in the absence of infection or after 8 h of infection (Fig-

ures 5A and 5B). These results were expected as the AWC den-

drites of srbc-48(ac23) animals do not exhibit degeneration in the

absence of an infection. However, we reasoned that a short
4 Cell Reports 31, 107662, May 19, 2020
infection by P. aeruginosa that is insufficient to cause death

but sufficient to cause dendrite degeneration might alter the

longevity of srbc-48(ac23) animals. To test this hypothesis, we

performed an acute P. aeruginosa infection by only exposing

the animals to the pathogen for 12 and 24 h. To remove any

live P. aeruginosa, the animals were rinsed with a buffer contain-

ing antibiotics before transferring them to plates that contained

antibiotics and were seeded with killed E. coli (Head et al.,

2017). As shown in Figures 5C and 5D, there was a significant

decrease in the lifespan of srbc-48(ac23) animals infected for

12 and 24 h with P. aeruginosa compared to control animals.

We observed a decrease in the lifespan of srbc-48(ac23) an-

imals infected for only 12 h with P. aeruginosa (Figure 5C), but

we only observed significant dendrite degeneration 24 h after

infection (Figures 2A and 2B). Therefore, we asked whether

only 12 h of P. aeruginosa infection was sufficient to induce

dendrite degeneration later in life, even in the absence of the

pathogen. Animals exposed to P. aeruginosa for only 12 h

developed dendrite degeneration 12 h later (Figures S2A and

S2B), which is consistent with the reduced longevity of animals

infected for only 12 h (Figure 5C) and suggests that infection-

associated dendrite degeneration is irreversible. To test this

hypothesis, we analyzed dendrite degeneration in srbc-

48(ac23) animals at 1, 3, and 5 days after the infection with

P. aeruginosa has been cleared and found that dendrite

degeneration continued to increase (Figure S2C). These re-

sults indicate that the infection-associated dendrite degener-

ation caused by infection with P. aeruginosa for only 12 or

24 h results in a reduction of the longevity of srbc-48(ac23)

animals.

Because expression of srbc-48 under the control of its own

promoter or the odr-1 promoter rescued the dendrite degenera-

tion phenotype induced by P. aeruginosa infection, we next

sought to address whether srbc-48 expression could rescue

the decrease in longevity caused by P. aeruginosa infection early



Figure 4. srbc-48 Mutation Enhances that Animal Susceptibility to Infection-Associated Dendrite Degeneration in a Cell-Autonomous

Manner

(A) Representative photomicrographs of srbc-48 animals expressing srbc-48 and gfp under the control of the odr-1 promoter, strain AY146 (srbc-48(ac23);Podr-

1::srbc-48::SL2::GFP), after 24 h of P. aeruginosa infection. The scale bars represent 20 mm.

(B) Quantification of the dendrite degeneration phenotype in control, srbc-48(ac23), and strain AY146 (srbc-48(ac23);Podr-1::srbc-48::SL2::GFP) animals. The

black symbols represent individual experiments (n = 5; animals per condition = 50). Control versus srbc-48(ac23) (p < 0.0001) and srbc-48(ac23) versus strain

AY146 (p < 0.0001) via one-way ANOVA test.

(C) Representative photomicrographs of strain NC1686 (wdIs51), which expresses GFP in PVD neurons, crossed with srbc-48(ac23) animals after exposure to

P. aeruginosa for 24 h (n = 3; animals per condition = 20). The scale bars represent 100 mm.

(D) Representative photomicrographs of strain CX3553 (kyIs104), which expresses GFP in AWB neurons, crossed with srbc-48(ac23) animals after exposure to

P. aeruginosa for 24 h (n = 3; animals per condition = 20). The scale bars represent 20 mm.
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in the life of srbc-48(ac23) animals. As shown in Figure 5D,

expression of srbc-48 fully rescued the decreased longevity of

srbc-48(ac23) animals caused by an infection early in life, indi-

cating that defective AWC cells reduce lifespan. Consistent

with this idea, we found that pathogen infection reduced the life-

span of both AWC ablated and srbc-48(ac23) animals to a similar

extent (Figure S3A).

We then studied the susceptibility to P. aeruginosa of the ani-

mals. We observed that there was no significant change in the

survival of the control and the srbc-48(ac23) animals constantly

exposed to P. aeruginosa (Figure S4A). Similar results were ob-

tained with animals infected with E. faecalis (Figure S4B). Taken

together, these results indicate that srbc-48(ac23) animals are

not susceptible to pathogen infection, suggesting that the dele-

terious effects of P. aeruginosa infection on dendrites is not a

consequence of the premature death of the infected animals or

due to the animals being sickly. The results also suggest that

SRBC-48 and AWC control pathways play an important role in

the control of longevity.
Infection-Associated Dendrite Degeneration Increases
Gene Expression of Immune Genes
To elucidate the mechanism by which infection-associated

dendrite degeneration decreases longevity in srbc-48(ac23) an-

imals compared to control animals, we studied changes in gene

expression after 24 h of infection with P. aeruginosa. We crossed

both control and srbc-48(ac23) animals with sterile fer-1 animals

to avoid the collection of RNA from the progeny. Only differen-

tially expressed genes with p-adj < 0.05 were considered to

avoid false discovery rate, and for the upregulated genes, only

those having a fold change >2-fold were taken into account (Ta-

bles S1, S2, and S3). An unbiased gene enrichment analysis us-

ing the Database for Annotation, Visualization, and Integrated

Discovery (DAVID) (https://david.ncifcrf.gov/) (Huang et al.,

2009) showed that the innate immune Gene Ontology (GO) clus-

ter is among the groups with the most hits. Other GO clusters

correspond to ion, acetylcholine, glutamate, and chloride trans-

port genes, neuropeptide signaling pathway, and signal trans-

duction (Figure 6A; Table S4).
Cell Reports 31, 107662, May 19, 2020 5
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Figure 5. Pathogen Infection in srbc-48 Ani-

mals Results in a Reduced Lifespan

(A) Representative lifespan plots of control and

srbc-48(ac23) without infection. Control versus

srbc-48(ac23) (n.s.).

(B) Representative lifespan plots of control and

srbc-48(ac23) animals after 8 h of P. aeruginosa

exposure. Control versus srbc-48(ac23) (n.s.).

(C) Representative lifespan plots of control and

srbc-48(ac23) after 12-h P. aeruginosa exposure.

Control versus srbc-48(ac23) (p < 0.001).

(D) Representative lifespan plots of control, srbc-

48(ac23), and rescued strains AY145(srbc-

48(ac23);Psrbc-48::srbc-48) and AY146 (srbc-

48(ac23);Podr-1::srbc-48::SL2::GFP) after 24 h of

P. aeruginosa exposure. Control versus srbc-

48(ac23) (p < 0.0001), srbc-48(ac23) versus strain

AY145 (p < 0.0001), srbc-48(ac23) versus strain

AY146 (p < 0.0001), control versus strain AY145

(n.s.), and control versus strain AY146 (n.s.) (n = 3;

animals per condition = 100).
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To analyze more in depth the innate immunity cluster, we

compared this cluster of genes to previously identified gene

sets that are known to be controlled by various signaling path-

ways and transcription factors involved in C. elegans response

against pathogen infection (Table S5). We found a significant

overlap between genes upregulated in srbc-48(ac23) animals in-

fected with P. aeruginosa and gene sets regulated by DAF-16/

FOXO, CEP-1, and SKN-1 (Figure 6B). We further confirmed

the RNA-sequencing results by selecting the genes from path-

ways with maximum overlap and performing quantitative real-

time PCR (Figure 6C). Our analysis suggests that the decreased

longevity that srbc-48 animals exhibit after exposure to

P. aeruginosa may be a consequence of uncontrolled activation

of immune pathways.

Infection-Associated Dendrite Degeneration Possibly
Decreases Lifespan of srbc-48 Animals by
Hyperactivating DAF-16
The insulin/insulin-like growth factor (IGF)-1 receptor homolog

DAF-2 and its main target, DAF-16, play an important role in

the regulation of lifespan at least in part by controlling immune

gene expression (Garsin et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2003; Murphy

et al., 2003). Because our gene expression studies indicate

that there is a significant enrichment of DAF-16 controlled genes

in infected srbc-48(ac23) animals and excessive DAF-16 activity

may have deleterious consequences (Singh and Aballay, 2009),

we investigated DAF-16 activation. Like mammalian FOXO3a,

the activity of DAF-16 is tightly regulated by a wide variety of

external stimuli, including different stresses, that result in its nu-

clear localization (Brunet et al., 2004; Henderson and Johnson,

2001; Lin et al., 2001). As shown in Figures 7A and 7B, srbc-

48(ac23) animals showed an extensive DAF-16 nuclear localiza-

tion after 24 h of P. aeruginosa infection that was absent in con-

trol animals. To address whether the increased DAF-16 nuclear

localization exhibited by srbc-48(ac23) animals is reversible,

we studied DAF-16 localization 10 days after the animals were
6 Cell Reports 31, 107662, May 19, 2020
cleared from P. aeruginosa and transferred to E. coli. As shown

in Figures S5A and S5B, DAF-16 remains in the nuclei of srbc-

48(ac23) animals, which suggests that DAF-16 inactivation is

deficient in these animals. Given that the decrease in longevity

of srbc-48(ac23) animals was rescued by the expression of

srbc-48 under the control of the odr-1 promoter that drives its

expression to AWC (Figure 5D), we reasoned that we should

also observe rescue of DAF-16 nuclear localization in srbc-

48(ac23) animals expressing srbc-48 in AWC. We found that

DAF-16 relocalized to the cytosol 5 days after infection with

P. aeruginosa in the rescued animals (Figures S5C and S5D).

These findings indicate that a defect in AWC neuron structure

and function causes an irreversible DAF-16/FOXO nuclear local-

ization induced by P. aeruginosa that results in a reduced life-

span long after the infection has been cleared.

We hypothesized that if the infection-associated dendrite

degeneration in srbc-48 animals that results in the activation of

DAF-16 is responsible for their reduced longevity, DAF-16 inhibi-

tion should improve their longevity. Consistent with this idea, we

found that RNAi inactivation of daf-16 suppressed the reduced

lifespan of srbc-48(ac23) animals that were infected with

P. aeruginosa as young adults (Figure 7C). In contrast, RNAi

inactivation of cep-1 decreased the lifespan of both srbc-

48(ac23) and control animals (Figure 7D). The rescue in lifespan

after daf-16 knockdown was further confirmed by using daf-

16(mu86) mutant animals (Figure 7E). The rescue in lifespan by

daf-16 inactivation suggests that the dendrite degeneration suf-

fered by srbc-48(ac23) animals due to infection early in their life

may result in a decreased longevity due to hyperactivation of

DAF-16.

DISCUSSION

Although there are differences between the C. elegans and

mammalian nervous system, several studies have shown that

genes linked to neurodegenerative diseases in humans have



Figure 6. RNA-Sequencing Analysis of the

Upregulated Genes Showed an Enrichment

for Immune Genes as well as Overlap with

the Genes Regulated by DAF-16

(A) Enrichment score of the upregulated genes in

srbc-48(ac23) animals compared to control

animals.

(B) Graphical representation of the representation

factor of the upregulated genes that are controlled

by the PMK-1, DAF �16, CEP-1, and SKN-1

pathways.

(C) Quantitative real-time PCR analysis of CEP-1

and DAF-16-dependent genes in srbc-48(ac23)

compared with control animals (n = 3; three tech-

nical replicates in each case).
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C. elegans homologs. These genes when mutated or deleted

result in strong degeneration phenotypes in C. elegans neurons,

demonstrating the remarkable similarity between the two sys-

tems in terms of connectivity and functionality (Alexander

et al., 2014; Faber et al., 2002; Fang et al., 2019; Harrington

et al., 2010). Here, we show that P. aeruginosa infection induces

dendrite degeneration in the AWC neurons of C. elegans. Den-

drites have an essential role in the function of neuronal circuits,

and dendrite degeneration is reported in neurodegenerative

and cognitive disorders (Kweon et al., 2017; Kwon et al., 2018).

Studies have also shown that microbial pathogens can trigger

neurodegenerative diseases and associated symptoms,

including inflammation and memory deficits in Alzheimer pa-

tients (Itzhaki et al., 2016).

The underlying mechanisms responsible for infection-associ-

ated dendrite degeneration are unclear. To gain insight into the

mechanisms responsible for this phenomenon, we performed a

forward genetics screen to discover genes involved in infection-

associated dendrite degeneration. We studied dendrite degen-

eration in the sensory neurons because chemoperception is

used in C. elegans to distinguish pathogenic from non-patho-

genic bacteria. Sensory neurons are the first neural cells to

encounter external cues and they play an essential role in regu-

lating immune responses during pathogen exposure. Our for-

ward genetic screen identified animals that carry a mutation in

the gene srbc-48, which makes them susceptible to dendrite

degeneration induced by P. aeruginosa infection at earlier time

points after infection. The lack of pathogen susceptibility of

srbc-48(ac23) animals indicates that the observed dendrite

degeneration is not a consequence of the animals being sickly
or their premature death. While we did

not observe dendrite degeneration in

srbc-48(ac23) animals infected with

E. faecalis for 24 h, other pathogens

should be studied to address the path-

ogen specificity of the susceptibility of

srbc-48(ac23) animals to infection-associ-

ated dendrite degeneration. However, the

infection-associated dendrite degenera-

tion due to srbc-48 mutation seems to

be specific to AWC neurons as no

dendrite degeneration was observed in
AWB neurons, which are also chemosensory. Neither did we

observe dendrite degeneration in PVD neurons, which undergo

age-related degeneration. This suggests that srbc-48 is involved

in infection-associated dendrite degeneration in AWC neurons,

and that this occurs independently of aging. Additionally,

dendrite degeneration of AWC neurons in the absence of func-

tional SRBC-48 suggests that this GPCR has a neuroprotective

role during P. aeruginosa infection.

We also found that infection-associated dendrite degenera-

tion negatively impacted the lifespan of the animals. Sensory

perception plays an important role in the control of lifespan in

C. elegans (Alcedo and Kenyon, 2004; Apfeld and Kenyon,

1999), as GPCRs present in the sensory neurons detect olfaction

and taste cues to activate other G protein-mediated signaling

cascades (Troemel et al., 1995). To decipher the relationship be-

tween dendrite degeneration and decreased lifespan, we stud-

ied changes in gene expression in animals susceptible to infec-

tion-associated dendrite degeneration. We found that the

immune response genes were among the most enriched cluster

of genes upregulated in srbc-48(ac23) animals and that many of

them are controlled by DAF-16, which plays an essential role in

lifespan regulation. We also found that there was enhanced nu-

clear translocation of DAF-16 in srbc-48(ac23) animals after

P. aeruginosa infection and that these animals were deficient in

DAF-16 inactivation. Inhibition of daf-16 through RNAi or muta-

tion suppressed the reduced lifespan of srbc-48(ac23) animals

that suffered pathogen-mediated dendrite degeneration, sug-

gesting that DAF-16 hyperactivity may be responsible for their

decreased lifespan. Even though srbc-48(ac23) animals exhibit

higher expression of immune genes, they are not more resistant
Cell Reports 31, 107662, May 19, 2020 7



Figure 7. Inactivation of DAF-16 Rescues the Decreased Lifespan of srbc-48(ac23) Animals that Suffered an Infection Early in Life

(A) Representative mosaic photomicrographs of DAF-16::GFP nuclear localization in control [daf-16p::daf-16a/b::gfp+rol-6(su1006)] and mutant srbc-

48(ac23);[daf-16p::daf-16a/b::gfp+rol-6(su1006)] animals after exposed to P. aeruginosa for 24 h. The scale bars represent 100 mm.

(B) Quantification of DAF-16 nuclear localization in control [daf-16p::daf-16a/b::gfp+rol-6(su1006)] and mutant srbc-48(ac23);[daf-16p::daf-16a/b::gfp+rol-

6(su1006)] animals (n = 3; animals per condition = 20). Nuclear translocation of control versus srbc-48(ac23) (p < 0.0001), one-way ANOVA test.

(C) Representative lifespan plots of control and srbc-48(ac23) animals after knockdown of daf-16 via RNAi followed by 24-h exposure to P. aeruginosa (n = 3;

animals per condition = 100). srbc-48(ac23) control RNAi versus srbc-48(ac23);daf-16 RNA (p < 0.0001).

(D) Representative lifespan plots of control and srbc-48(ac23) animals after knockdown of cep-1 via RNAi followed by 24-h exposure to P. aeruginosa (n = 3;

animals per condition = 100). srbc-48(ac23) control RNAi versus srbc-48(ac23);cep-1 RNAi (p < 0.01).

(E) Representative lifespan plots of control, srbc-48(ac23), control;daf-16(mu86), and srbc-48(ac23);daf-16(mu86) animals after 24-h P. aeruginosa exposure

(independent replicates, n = 3; animals per condition, n = 100). srbc-48(ac23) versus srbc-48(ac23);daf-16(mu86) (p < 0.0001), control versus control;daf-

16(mu86) (p < 0.0001), control;daf-16(mu86) versus srbc-48(ac23);daf-16(mu86) (p < 0.0001), and control versus srbc-48(ac23);daf-16(mu86) (n.s.).
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to pathogen-mediated killing. Our lifespan studies suggest that

DAF-16 hyperactivity is deleterious. Thus, it is possible that the

overall activation of immune genes exhibited by srbc-48(ac23)

animals is dampened by the harmful effects of excessive DAF-

16 activity.

In conclusion, our study suggests a cell-autonomous role of

the neuronal GPCR, srbc-48, in protecting against infection-

associated dendrite degeneration. Our study provides insights

into the integration between the chemosensory system and the

insulin-signaling pathway. The protective function of SRBC-48

against dendrite degeneration caused by pathogen infection

was found to be critical to prevent the DAF-16 hyperactivation,

establishing a link between infection-associated dendrite degen-

eration and longevity.
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This study N/A
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rol-6(su1006)

This study N/A
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b::GFP + rol-6(su1006)

This study N/A

srbc-48p::srbc-48;daf-16p::daf-16a/

b::GFP + rol-6(su1006)

This study N/A
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Data and Code Availability
The accession number for the RNA seq data reported in this paper is Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO: GSE137112).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

The C. elegans strains used in the study wild-type N2 Bristol, CX5974 (kyIs262), NC1686 (wdIs51), HH142 [fer-1(b232ts)], CF1038

[daf-16(mu86)], CX3553 (kyIs104) and TJ356 (zIs356) were procured from the Caenorhabditis Genetics Center (University of Minne-

sota, Minneapolis, MN). The following lines were constructed using standard genetic manipulation techniques: AY145[Psrbc-

48::srbc-48], AY146[Podr-1p::srbc-48::GFP], AY147[odr-1::RFP], AY148[Psrbc-48p::GFP], AY149[odr-1::RFP; Psrbc-48p::GFP],

AY151 [AY-23; wdIs51], AY152[kyIs262; mu86], AY153 [AY-23; mu86], AY154 [kyIs262; zIs356], and AY155 [AY-23; zIs356]. The

rescue strain AY145 was constructed by injecting Psrbc-48::srbc-48 and co-injecting the marker Punc-122::GFP into srbc-

48(ac23) animals. All strains were cultured on plates containing nematode growth medium (NGM) and maintained at 20�C. fer-1 an-

imals were grown at the 15�C permissive temperature. All experiments were performed using hermaphrodites at young adult stage.

The bacterial strains used were Escherichia coli OP50, E. coli HT115 (DE3), Enterococcus faecalis (OG1RF), and Pseudomonas

aeruginosa PA14. The cultures for these bacteria were grown in Luria-Bertani (LB) broth overnight at 37�C. E. faecalis was grown

in brain-heart infusion (BHI) broth.

METHOD DETAILS

Forward Genetic Screen for Mutants Susceptible to Pathogen-Mediated Dendrite Degeneration
Ethyl-methanesulfonate (EMS) mutagenesis was performed using the CX5974 strain, which expresses red fluorescent protein (RFP)

in AWC and AWB neurons. Approximately 3,000 synchronized late L4 larvae of CX5974 were treated with 50mMEMS for 4h followed

by washing with M9 buffer three times for 2 hours. The washed animals (P0 generation) were then transferred to large Petri dishes

(10 cm) containing E. coliOP50, and these animals were allowed to lay eggs (F1 progeny) overnight. The animals corresponding to the

P0 generation were then washed away with M9 buffer, and the F1 eggs that remained attached to the plates were allowed to grow
e2 Cell Reports 31, 107662, May 19, 2020
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until adulthood. After one day, the F1s and any hatched F2 progeny were removed by washing. The eggs of the F2s, which remained

attached to the plates after washing, were allowed to develop to young adults on E. coliOP50. These animals were observed under a

fluorescent microscope and mutants exhibiting any morphological changes in the dendrites were removed. The remaining mutants

were transferred to plates containing PA14 and incubated for 24 hours at 25�C. The animals that showed anymorphological changes

in dendrites at 24 hours were transferred to individual plates. Approximately 80,000 haploid genomes were screened. Animals

showing above 65% phenotype were backcrossed six times to the parental CX5974 strain before further analysis.

Fluorescence Imaging
Confocal fluorescent images of AWC, AWB and PVD neurons were taken with a Zeiss confocal microscope system (LSM-780) and

Apotome Zeiss microscope with grid-based optical sectioning using a 20X and 40X objective water-immersion lens. Animals were

immobilized with 20mMsodium-azide inM9 buffer, mounted on a 2%agar pad, and covered with a glass coverslip. The screening of

the mutants was done using a Leica M165 FC fluorescence microscope.

Quantification of Dendrite Degeneration
Animals were visualized for morphological changes in the dendrites, which are considered as hallmarks of neurodegeneration,

including soma branching, wavy dendrites, dendrite branching, and beaded dendrites. Animals exhibiting the aforementioned

morphological changes were considered as having dendrite degeneration. Briefly, the bacterial lawns used for the degeneration

assay were prepared by spreading 300ul of the 8-10 hours culture of P. aeruginosa and E. faecalis over the entire surface of modified

NGM or BHI agar media, respectively, in 6-cm diameter plates and incubated at 37�C. Young adult nematodes were transferred to

P. aeruginosa or E. faecalis plates and grown for 24 hours at 25�C (Wu et al., 2015). For microscopy, the animals were anesthetized

using 20 mM sodium-azide in M9 buffer, mounted onto agar pads, and visualized using a Zeiss microscope or Leica M165 FC

microscope.

This assay was done five times with 50 srbc-48(ac23) and control animals. The percentage of the animals exhibiting dendrite

degeneration phenotypes was calculated by dividing the number of animals showing dendrite degeneration by the total number

of animals in each group. To analyze PVD and AWBdendrite degeneration, the animals expressing GFP in the PVD and AWBneurons

were crossed to control and srbc-48(ac23) animals and then checked for the dendrite degeneration phenotypes after 24 hours of

P. aeruginosa and E. faecalis infection. Animals displaying bead dendrites, broken dendrites, or bubble-like structures were scored

as exhibiting dendrite degeneration. Animals were only considered exhibiting the dendrite degeneration phenotype if the number of

beadswasmore than 3-4 or along thewhole length of the dendrite (Oren-suissa et al., 2010). The number of animals observed in each

group was 20 and the magnification used was 40X and was repeated three times.

Whole-Genome Sequencing and Data Analysis
For whole-genome sequencing, the DNA of the mutant animals was extracted. Briefly, the mutants were grown at 20�C on 10 cm

NGM plates seeded with E. coli OP50. These animals were grown until starvation, and then the plates were rinsed thrice with M9

buffer to remove any bacteria. Then, the animals were incubated in M9 buffer with rotation for 2h and washed three times with

M9 buffer to remove bacteria from the intestine. The genomic DNA was extracted using the Gentra Puregene kit (QIAGEN,

Netherlands). The DNA was subjected to whole-genome sequencing (WGS) on an Illumina HiSeq 4000 sequencing platform using

50 single-end nucleotide reads, and DNA libraries were prepared according to a standard Illumina (San Diego, CA) protocol. Library

preparation and WGS were performed at Novogene Genomic Services & Solutions Company, USA.

For analyzing the whole-genome sequence data, the EMS density mapping workflow from the Cloud Map program of the Galaxy

web platform was used (Minevich et al., 2012). A list of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the mutant was generated by

comparing it with the referenceC. elegans (WS220). After that, the common SNPswere subtracted, and linkagemaps for themutants

were created.

C. elegans Killing Assay on P. aeruginosa and E. faecalis

Synchronized animals were obtained by allowing gravid animals to lay eggs on NGMplates for 4-6 hours at 20�C. The bacterial lawns

used for C. elegans killing assays were prepared by spreading 300 ul of 8-10 hours grown culture of P. aeruginosa and E. faecalis on

the complete surface of modified NGM agar medium (0.35% peptone) and BHI (brain heart infusion) agar media, respectively. The

plates were subsequently incubated overnight at 37�C and then cooled to room temperature for at least 1 hour before seeding them

with synchronized young adult animals. The killing assays were performed at 25�C, and live animals were transferred daily to fresh

pathogen seeded plates. Animals were scored at the indicated times and were considered dead when they failed to respond to the

touch of a platinum wire. Each experiment was done in triplicate with 20 worms in each group.

Osmotic Stress Assay
The plates were prepared by adding 29.22 g/L of NaCl instead of 3.0 g/L into the NGMplates as previously described (Solomon et al.,

2004). Synchronized 30 young adult animals were washed with the M9 buffer thrice to remove any bacteria. Then, the pellet of the
Cell Reports 31, 107662, May 19, 2020 e3
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worms was added into the center of a 500 mM NaCl plate seeded with E. coli. Mutant and control animals were observed after 12

hours of exposure to check for any morphological changes in their dendrites. Each experiment was done with 20 worms in each

group and repeated three times.

Cold tolerance Assay
Synchronized young adult animals were added on standard NGM plates seeded with OP50 bacteria. These plates were then trans-

ferred to a 4�C for 24 hours as previously described (Ohta et al., 2014). After 24 hours, the plates were stored at 20�C for 4 hours to

allow the animals to recover from the cold stress. Then the animals were scored for changes in their dendrites. The experiment was

repeated three times with 20 worms in each group.

C. elegans Longevity Assay
Lifespan assays were performed without uninfected animals and animals infected with P. aeruginosa infection for 8, 12, and 24 hours

at 25�C. After infection, mutant or control animals grown on P. aeruginosawere rinsed by transferring them into 100 mLM9 containing

300 mg/ml concentration of streptomycin onNGMplates seededwith E. coliOP50. To remove any bacteria attached to the bodywall,

the animals were allowed to crawl out of the solution toward the OP50 lawn. Animals were further transferred onto new plates con-

taining dead E. coli OP50 prepared by concentrating the overnight cultures at a 1:20 ratio and heat-killed at 100�C for 60 min. These

plates were also supplemented with streptomycin (100 mg/ml), kanamycin (50 mg/ml) and Nystatin (10 mg/ml) to avoid contamination.

A 350 mL drop of the killed bacteria was plated on a 6-cm plate and incubated at 25�C. Animals were scored at the indicated times for

survival, and live animals were transferred to fresh plates if needed. Each experiment was repeated three timeswith 50worms in each

group and triplicate sets. For the lifespan assay after RNAi, second generation RNAi worms were used. These RNAi animals were

exposed to PA14 for 24 hours at 25�C and analyzed as described above. This experiment was repeated twice with 50 worms in

each group and duplicate sets.

Cloning and Generation of Transgenic C. elegans Strains
For srbc-48 rescue, plasmid pSK1(pPD95.77_Psrbc-48::srbc-48) was constructed by cloning gene srbc-48 with its 4kb promoter

into the KpnI and SmaI sites of the pPD95.77 vector (Fire Lab C. elegans Vector Kit; Addgene, Cambridge, MA). To prevent gene

products to fuse with GFP, plasmid pRK1 (pPD95.77_SL2::GFP) was used (Cao et al., 2017). For the AWC-specific srbc-48 rescue,

plasmid pSK2 (pRK1_pPD95.77_Podr-1::srbc-48_SL2::GFP) were constructed by inserting 4kb of the odr-1 promoter sequence up-

stream into theSphI and SalI sites and 1101bp of the srbc-48 sequence into the SalI and BamHI sites of the plasmid pRK1. To identify

the foci of srbc-48 expression, plasmid pSK4 was constructed by cloning the 4kb promoter of srbc-48 upstream into the KpnI and

SmaI of the pRK1 vector. Transgenic strains were created by injecting 25 ng/ml of the plasmids together with 50 ng/ml of the co-in-

jection marker Punc-122::GFP.

RNA Interference (RNAi)
RNA Interference was used for generating loss-of-function phenotypes by feeding worms E. coli strain HT115(DE3) expressing dou-

ble-stranded RNA (dsRNA) homologous to a target gene. E. coli with the appropriate vectors were grown overnight at 37�C in LB

broth containing ampicillin (100 mg/ml). The bacteria were then plated onto RNAi plates, which were NGMplates containing ampicillin

(100 mg/ml) and 3 mM isopropyl b-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG). RNAi-expressing bacterial clones were allowed to grow overnight at

37�C. Gravid adults were transferred to RNAi-expressing bacterial lawns and allowed to lay eggs for 2 hours. The gravid adults

were removed, and the eggs were allowed to develop at 20�C for 2 days. Gravid adults were then transferred to fresh RNAi-express-

ing bacterial lawns and allowed to lay eggs for 2 hours to synchronize a second-generation RNAi population. The gravid adults were

removed, and the eggs were allowed to develop at 20�C to reach the young adult stage for experimental use. In all experiments, unc-

22 RNAi was included as a positive control to account for the RNAi efficiency.

Assay for DAF-16 Nuclear Localization
After 24 hours of pathogen infection, mutant and control animals were washedwithM-9 buffer followed bywashingwith the antibiotic

streptomycin and transferred to plates seeded with heat-killed OP50. The animals were mounted in M9 onto microscope slides after

24 hours, 5 days, and 10 days. The slides were viewed using a Zeiss fluorescence microscope. The DAF-16 localization was studied

as cytosolic, nuclear and intermediate localization as described (Oh et al., 2005). This assay was done in triplicate with 20 animals in

each group.

Chemotaxis Assay
The assay for odor chemotaxis was performed as previously described (Leinwand et al., 2015) to check the function of the AWC neu-

rons. AWC olfactory neurons play an important role in chemotaxis to volatile odorants like isoamyl alcohol, 2, 3 pentanedione, 2, 4,5

trimethylthiazole, benzaldehyde, and butanone. Briefly, synchronized young adult nematodes were transferred to plates seeded with

P. aeruginosa for 24 hours at 25�C. After the incubation, the animals were washed three times with S basal buffer to remove any bac-

teria, suspended in a smaller volume of S basal, and added onto the center of the chemotaxis plate. Washed animals were placed on

the plate and allowed to move freely for one hour. Then, 1ul of sodium azide was added to the odor spots to anesthetize animals
e4 Cell Reports 31, 107662, May 19, 2020
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reaching the end points. The underside of a chemotaxis plate was divided into 4 equal quadrants and a circle of 0.5 cm around the

origin of the plate. Each quadrant was marked with either ‘‘BZ’’ for ‘‘Benzaldehyde’’(0.2% vol/vol, in ethanol) or ‘‘Ctrl’’ for ‘‘95%

Ethanol’’ and marks were equidistant from the center and each other. Five assays were performed in triplicates and on different

days. The chemotaxis index was computed as the number of animals in the odor region minus the number of animals in the control

region. The chemotactic index (CI) was calculated by the equation below:

Chemotactic Index ðCIÞ = ð# worms at BZÞ � ð# worms at CtrlÞ
# worms total
RNA Isolation and Quantitative Real-Time PCR
Synchronized animals were placed on NGM plates seeded with E. coli OP50 and grown at 20�C until the animals reached the young

adult stage. Animals were collected and washed with M9 buffer three times to remove any bacteria and then were transferred to

modified NGM plates containing E. coli OP50 or P. aeruginosa PA14 for 24 hours at 25�C. The P. aeruginosa plates were prepared

by spreading the 300 ml of P. aeruginosa culture on the modified NGM plates and then incubated overnight at 37�C. These animals

were then washed off the plates withM9 buffer 3-4 times and frozen in TRIzol (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). Total RNA extraction

was done using the RNeasy Plus Universal Kit (QIAGEN, Netherlands). Residual genomic DNA was removed using TURBO DNase

(Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). A total of 2 mg of total RNA was reverse transcribed with random primers using the High-Capacity

cDNAReverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). Quantitative RT-PCRwas conducted using Power SYBRPCR

Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) on an Applied Biosystems 7900HT real-time PCR machine in 96-well plate format

using 25 mL in each reaction. The relative fold-changes of the transcripts were calculated using the comparative CT (2
-DDCT) method

and normalized to pan-actin values obtained by using the Step-OnePlus Software (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). Three technical

replicates of samples were used, and the experiment was repeated three times.

RNA Sequencing and Gene Expression Analysis
RNA Sequencing (RNA-Seq) was done for gene-expression analysis and transcriptomic studies. The total RNA of fer-1(b232ts) and

srbc-48(ac23); fer-1(b232ts) animals was isolated from three biological replicates as described above. The sample integrity and purity

were checked using Agilent 2100. The RNA was sequenced on HiseqX sequencing platform-using 150bp paired-end nucleotide

reads. The RNA sequencing libraries were prepared using a NEBNext� Ultra RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina� (NEB#E7530L). Li-

brary preparation and sequencing were performed at the Novogene Genomic Services & Solutions Company, USA.

The RNA sequence data was analyzed using the Galaxy. The sequenced reads obtained for each sample were mapped to the C.

elegans genome (WS255) using the aligner STAR. For sequencing depth, an RNA composition counts were normalized across all

samples. Differential gene expression analysis was then performed on normalized samples using DESeq2. Genes exhibiting at least

two-fold change and a false-discovery rate (FDR) of 0.05 were considered differentially expressed. Analysis for gene enrichment,

gene ontology (GO), or biological processes was performed using the Database for Annotation, Visualization, and Integrated Discov-

ery (DAVID) (https://david.ncifcrf.gov/). The overlap of the upregulated genes in previously studied pathways, including DAF-16,

PMK-1, CEP-1/p53 and SKN-1 regulated genes (Derry et al., 2007; Murphy et al., 2003; Oliveira et al., 2009; Troemel et al., 2006),

was calculated. Statistical significance of the overlap between two gene sets was calculated using the following on-line program:

nemates.org/MA/progs/overlap_stats.html. Representation Factor represents the number of overlapping genes divided by the ex-

pected number of overlapping genes drawn from 2 independent groups.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis was performed using Graph Pad Prism 8 (Graph Pad Software, La Jolla, CA). Survival curves were considered

statistically significant when p values were < 0.05. The Kaplan-Meier method was used to calculate the survival fractions, and sta-

tistical significance between survival curves was determined using the log-rank test. Dendrite degeneration was studied in groups of

20 animals and the results are shown as mean ± SEM, treating each experiment as one data point. Significance was calculated by

two-sample t test, and assuming a normal distribution. Data normality was confirmed using the D’Agostino-Pearson and Shapiro-

Wilk tests. Each experiment was repeated at least three times and each comparison was done with the corresponding control group

individually. In figures, all bars represent mean ± SEM and asterisks (*) denote p value as *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p <

0.0001, NS, not significant.
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